By the Sea Multiple Choice

A number of definitions are listed. Below each definition are 4 words that may match the definition. Print the letter of the word which matches the definition in the space provided by each definition.

1. A ridge on the surface of the sea. Also what you might do when you see somebody you know or say goodbye.
   A. wave   B. sediment   C. ocean   D. coral

2. A water sport that involves riding waves with a board.
   A. surfing   B. flotsam   C. dolphin   D. sediment

3. Hard covering of marine snails and other molluscs.
   A. seashell   B. marine   C. sediment   D. surfing

4. Describes anything to do with the sea.
   A. buoy   B. wave   C. marine   D. flotsam

   A. flotsam   B. coral   C. sediment   D. seashell

6. Fine material at the bottom of a liquid, for example mud on the sea floor.
   A. surfing   B. coral   C. ocean   D. sediment

7. A vast body of water.
   A. coral   B. ocean   C. flotsam   D. sediment

8. Floating debris.
   A. flotsam   B. wave   C. buoy   D. dolphin

9. An intelligent aquatic mammal that is often friendly to humans.
   A. sediment   B. dolphin   C. surfing   D. flotsam

10. A float anchored in water, often as a warning to boats.
    A. ocean   B. flotsam   C. buoy   D. sediment